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8.1. INTRODUCTION
Glass ceramics are composite materials, which contain one or more crystalline
phases within an amorphous glassy phase. If crystallites are small enough
(smaller than the wavelength of visible light, usually around 20–50 nm), trans-
parency of the glass ceramic material can be maintained. The idea of devel-
oping transparent and durable materials with single crystal like optical perfor-
mance at a reduced cost has attracted a considerable scientific effort. These ma-
terials could be used as white light sources [1–8], infrared radiation up-con-
verters [9–16], or temperature sensors [17–19]. Incorporation of activators in
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2 Electron Magnetic Resonance

the crystalline phase is necessary in order to achieve the desired optical prop-
erties of glass ceramics. Luminescence characteristics are also influenced by
atomic arrangements within the crystallites themselves; therefore, local envi-
ronment sensitive analysis methods must be applied. Magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy techniques can provide valuable insights about local atomic surround-
ings of paramagnetic ions. This chapter will overview the results of recent con-
tinuous wave EPR spectroscopy studies of glass ceramic systems. First, some
general concepts and methods for characterizing these materials will be in-
troduced. For a more detailed description of these aspects, the reader is ad-
vised to turn to review articles and books devoted to glass ceramics (e.g., Refs.
[20–26]).

8.2. PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF GLASS
CERAMICS
One of the simplest approaches in glass ceramics’ synthesis is thermal treat-
ment of a precursor glass obtained by the melt-quenching technique. In this
two-step process: first, a chosen composition of powder ingredients is melted
and rapidly quenched afterward, usually by pouring the melt onto a stainless
steel, brass or graphite mold. The melt-quenching process is pictured in Fig. 1.

A subsequent thermal treatment below the melting temperature is often nec-
essary to precipitate crystallites in the glass matrix. When annealed, the precur-
sor glass may form ordered crystalline structures within the matrix. In order to
maintain the transparency of the final product, a homogeneous crystallization
and uniform distribution of nanoparticles is required. The structure of a glass
and glass ceramic is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.

Electron microscopy techniques can be employed for a direct visualiza-
tion of the precipitated nanostructures. Typical scanning electron microscopy

FIG. 1 The melt quenching process of a glass. Photography by Dr. Andris Fedotovs.
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FIG. 2 Schematic (A) glass and (B) glass ceramic structure illustrations.

(SEM) images of glass and glass ceramic samples are shown in Fig. 3. The
darker areas are formed by the lighter element ions of the glass matrix, whereas
the white droplets indicate presence of crystallites containing heavier ions.
Such micrographs allow the determination of particle size and distribution in
the matrix.

SEM analysis is applicable for glass ceramics with relatively large
nanocrystals, preferably with considerable deviations in the chemical composi-
tion of the crystalline and amorphous phases. For most other cases, transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) is more suitable; where, similar to SEM, infor-
mation about the structure and morphology of glass ceramics can be obtained.
Typical TEM images are shown in Fig. 4. Particularly in the high resolution
mode (HRTEM), one can even see the ordered structure of nanocrystals and
measure the distances between the atomic planes.

As the process of crystallization usually requires additional annealing of
the precursor glass, it is crucial to investigate samples’ responses to ther-
mal treatment. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) and differential scanning
calorimetry techniques allow the determination of the glass transition temper-
ature Tg and temperatures corresponding to different crystallization processes.
During a DTA measurement, the heat flow in comparison to a reference sam-
ple is continuously monitored to detect temperatures at which thermodynamic

FIG. 3 SEM images of an oxyfluoride (A) glass and (B) glass ceramic. Micrographs by Guna
Krieke.
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4 Electron Magnetic Resonance

FIG. 4 (A) TEM and (B) HRTEM images of an oxyfluoride glass ceramic containing SrF2
nanocrystals. Micrographs by Dr. Krisjanis Smits.

changes of state occur. An example of a DTA curve is shown in Fig. 5. Tg
marks the temperature range where the rigid glass structure transforms into a
more viscous state. Here the exothermic peaks at TC1 and TC2 corresponds to
the crystallization of the primary phase SrF2 and the bulk crystallization of the
glass matrix itself. Annealing the sample at a temperature between TC1 and TC2
is expected to precipitate SrF2 as the only crystalline phase.

FIG. 5 DTA curve of a glass sample (nominal composition: 40-
SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–19SrF2–1EuF3).
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X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) are commonly used to identify crys-
talline phases present in glass ceramics. The sharp peaks in diffraction patterns
corresponding to specific interplanar distances in the crystalline lattice are the
“fingerprints” of the specific nanocrystals present in the samples. Typical XRD
patterns are shown in Fig. 6. The precursor glass has a broad background sig-
nal indicating a lack of long-range order as could be expected from a disor-
dered system. After a 1 h long heat treatment at a temperature between TC1 and
TC2 formation of SrF2, nanocrystals occurs. Annealing above TC2 produces a
ceramic sample that consists of various silicate phases. The average crystallite
size D can be estimated from the XRD data using the Scherrer equation [27]:

(1)

where K is a numerical factor, λ is the wavelength of X-rays used in the exper-
iment, β is the full width at half maximum of the XRD peak, and θ is the scat-
tering Bragg angle. For example, the average size of SrF2 nanocrystals in Fig. 6
estimated from Eq. (1) is ≈ 20 nm. It should be noted that the Scherrer equation
is only applicable for crystals smaller than ≈ 100 nm. In some cases, other fac-
tors, such as uneven distribution of activators, can contribute to the broadening
of XRD peaks.

FIG. 6 XRD patterns of a precursor glass and glass ceramic samples obtained after thermal treat-
ment (nominal composition: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–19SrF2–1EuF3).
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Controlling the size of nanoparticles is essential for maintaining the trans-
parency of glass ceramics. For a system with a refractive index difference be-
tween the glass and crystalline phases of 0.3, the diameter of crystallites should
not exceed 40 nm [21]. Larger crystallites will significantly scatter incident
light, leading to an opaque appearance of the sample. The transparency spectra
of glass or glass ceramic containing single phase SrF2 nanocrystals (annealed
between TC1 and TC2 for 1 h) and ceramic (annealed above TC2 for 1 h) samples
are shown in Fig. 7.

Spectroscopic techniques enable further characterization of glass ceramics.
Complementary Raman and infrared spectra contain information about the na-
ture of bonds in the samples. The short range order can additionally be ana-
lyzed using solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy. The luminescence behavior of dopant ions is local structure sensi-
tive and usually requires the use of conventional as well as time-resolved and
site-selective spectroscopy techniques to be fully understood. A photograph of
luminescent transparent oxyfluoride glass ceramics doped with Eu3 +, Tb3 + and
Eu2 + is shown in Fig. 8.

The power of EPR spectroscopy lies in the ability to probe the electronic
structure of paramagnetic defects very precisely. Resonance positions in EPR
spectra are sensitive to various interactions; the paramagnetic center is in-
volved in conveying valuable information about its local environment. In many
cases, an unambiguous defect model assignment is possible, which is

FIG. 7 Transmittance spectra of a precursor glass and glass ceramic samples obtained after ther-
mal treatment (nominal composition: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–19SrF2–1EuF3).
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FIG. 8 Luminescence of rare earth ion doped (red (dark gray in the print version)—Eu3 +; green
(light gray in the print version)—Tb3 +; blue (gray in the print version)—Eu2 +) transparent glass
ceramics under UV excitation. Photography by Dr. Andris Fedotovs.

particularly helpful in investigations of complex composite glass ceramic ma-
terials.

8.3. EPR INVESTIGATIONS OF GLASS CERAMICS

8.3.1 General aspects of EPR spectroscopy
The main principle of EPR is similar to other fields of spectroscopy—changes
in incident electromagnetic radiation as it passes through the sample contain in-
formation about energy levels of the absorbing species. By means of EPR spec-
troscopy paramagnetic centers—point defects with unpaired electrons—can be
studied. As the name of the method suggests, external magnetic field B is nec-
essary to split the spin states and microwave frequency; electromagnetic radi-
ation can be applied to excite transitions between these states. Thus a typical
EPR spectrum displays the first derivative of microwave absorption vs B.

The resonance positions in EPR spectra depend on the local atomic arrange-
ments and various interactions the paramagnetic center is involved in. This can
be expressed through the spin-Hamiltonian (SH) formalism [28,29]:

(2)

where the first term is the Zeeman interaction, the second—zero field splitting
(ZFS) and the third—the hyperfine (HF) interaction. In Eq. (2) μB is the Bohr
magneton; S—the effective spin of the paramagnetic center; I—the spin of in
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teracting nucleus; g, A—Zeeman and HF interaction tensors respectively;
Bk

q—ZFS interaction parameters and Ok
q—the extended Stevens operators.

Higher order terms are usually not resolved in continuous wave X-band EPR
experiments and are not included in Eq. (2).

One can immediately notice the technical hardship to be overcome for a
successful interpretation of EPR spectra. The situation is further aggravated by
the abundance of different notations of SH terms and their parameters used by
EPR practitioners [28]. Therefore, unfortunately, EPR spectroscopy is often in-
accessible by non-specialists in the field. For a thorough general introduction
to EPR, the reader is advised to consult Refs. [29–33].

Eq. (2) allows for the calculation of energy levels of a spin system as a func-
tion of B. In EPR experiments, microwave quanta with energy hν are applied
to excite the resonant transitions. A successful fitting of the experimental spec-
trum enables the extraction of the SH parameters (g, Bk

q and A). The parameters
in turn reflect information about the local environment around the defect site.
First, only systems with S ≠ 0 will produce any EPR signal at all. For systems
with S > 0, the Zeeman interaction term describes the linear energy dependence
of spin sublevels MS on the external magnetic field value. This term is quanti-
fied by the g value, which is often referred to as the “fingerprint” of the spin
system. EPR interactions are generally angle-dependent on the paramagnetic
center orientation in respect to B; therefore, the interaction parameters are, in
fact, matrices. In case S > 1/2, the ZFS term also should be included in the SH.
As the name suggests, its effects are present already in the absence of B. The
non-zero parameters Bk

q depend on the S value as well as the local site symme-
try. If magnetic nuclei (I ≠ 0) are nearby, the HF structure may be resolved in
the spectrum. S interaction with one nuclear spin I will cause additional split-
ting of the resonances into 2I + 1 components. The magnitude of splitting is de-
termined by the value of A. Interaction with nuclei other than the one the elec-
tron shell is bound to is also possible and in EPR spectroscopy is historically
referred to as the superhyperfine (SHF) interaction.

Another important aspect in addition to the spin system is the host ma-
trix under study. In single crystal samples, angle-dependent resonance spectra
can be recorded. Polycrystalline samples consist of randomly oriented micro/
nano-sized single crystals; therefore, one can expect the average EPR spectrum
of all the possible single crystal orientations. Averaging across a myriad of dif-
ferent orientations leads to significantly broader spectral features in compari-
son to single crystal spectra. In disordered media, such as glasses, each para-
magnetic center is additionally located in a slightly different local environment.
In general, this is taken into account by statistical distributions of the relevant
SH parameters. It is convenient to define effective g values to refer to the most
prominent features of glass EPR spectra [34]:
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(3)

geff values are not necessarily related to the g tensor in Eq. (2).
What peculiarities could we expect in the EPR spectra of glass ceram-

ics? If amorphous, EPR spectra of the initially casted samples should have the
same characteristics as typical glasses [34]. The heat treatment procedure pro-
duces chaotically oriented nanocrystals within the glass matrix; therefore, simi-
lar paramagnetic centers (i.e., separate powders) could form. Depending on the
crystallite size, a contribution from paramagnetic centers located at the inter-
face between the amorphous and crystalline media might also be detectable. As
a result, a superposition of several signals is expected in a characteristic EPR
spectrum of glass ceramics.

As many industrial applications of glass ceramics revolve around the lumi-
nescence of activator ions, it is both of fundamental and practical interest to
characterize the incorporation, local structure, and properties of different para-
magnetic point defects in these systems. On the other hand, the glass ceramic
system may also be used as an educational tool to illustrate the formation of or-
dered structures within an amorphous phase. As will be shown, this allows the
demonstration of various physical aspects of EPR spectroscopy and solid state
physics in general.

The experimental EPR spectra in this chapter have been measured with
a custom-built X-band (ν ≈ 9.2 GHz) EPR spectrometer at room temperature.
Spectra simulations have been performed with EasySpin simulation toolbox
[35].

8.3.2 Mn2 +

Mn2 + is a 3d5 configuration S = 5/2 ion with the resulting ground state 6S5/2;
therefore, the deviation from the ge = 2.0023 is minimal. The 100% abundant
55Mn isotope has a nuclear spin of I = 5/2, which produces a 2I + 1 = 6 HF
component pattern in the EPR spectrum. As a consequence, all terms of Eq. (2)
are relevant for Mn2 + spectra analysis.

X-band EPR spectra of Mn2 + in glasses are remarkably similar to each
other—the signature sextet due to the HF interaction with I = 5/2 at around
geff = 2.0 is usually superimposed by a much broader signal [34,36–38]. Com-
puter simulations reveal that g and A are less sensitive to variations in Mn2 +

local environment in glasses; whereas a rather broad distribution in second or-
der ZFS parameter B2

0 and B2
2 values is expected [39–41].

Several effects observed in manganese-doped glass ceramics are illustrated
in EPR spectra shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

First, an intensity increase of the hyperfine sextet centered at geff ≈ 2 rela-
tive to the shoulder spanning from 0.18 to 0.28 T is observed similarly as in
Ref. [43]. Thus, upon the crystallization process, more Mn2 + ions are located
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FIG. 9 EPR spectra of manganese doped precursor glass and glass ceramic samples (nominal
composition: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–20SrF2–0.1MnF2).

in sites with high crystal field symmetry. Similar EPR spectra shapes have been
observed in manganese doped lithium disilicate [44] and tellurite borate [45]
glass ceramics. Second, the heat-treated samples exhibit narrower lines, indi-
cating a smaller distribution of SH parameter values.

A closer inspection shown in Fig. 10 reveals that the separation of the HF
structure lines determined by the A value is different in the glass and glass ce-
ramic samples. Here AGlass ≈ 260 MHz; AGlass ceramic ≈ 280 MHz. The value of
A is dependent on the host matrix of the paramagnetic ion, and it correlates with
the electronegativity of the surrounding ligands [46]. Thus Mn2 + ions in the
glass ceramic sample have a more ionic bonding with the surrounding ions. Ad-
ditionally, a sub-structure absent in the glass sample emerges after the anneal-
ing. In the case of Mn2 + centers in fluorides, an interaction with F− ions with
I = 1/2 is often resolved [42]. The spectrum in Fig. 10 is simulated with the cu-
bic SrF2:Mn2 + center parameters. The splitting of each Mn2 + HF line numerous
SHF components is caused by eight equidistant F− ions in the first coordination
sphere of the center. The SH (2) in simulations must be modified accordingly:

(4)
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FIG. 10 EPR spectra of manganese doped precursor glass and glass ceramic samples (nominal
composition: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–20SrF2–0.1MnF2). Inset shows a spread-out section of
the region indicated by the dashed lines. Simulation with cubic SrF2:Mn2 + center parameters from
Ref. [42].

Observation of the SHF structure suggests that Mn2 + ions incorporate a
high symmetry environment of the material. Similar SHF patterns have been
observed when Mn2 + ions incorporate CaF2 [47,48], SrF2 [49] and BaF2 [50]
crystalline phases of oxyfluoride glass ceramics.

8.3.3 Cu2 +

3d9 Cu2 + ion EPR spectra are easily distinguishable on the basis of their rela-
tively large axial g anisotropy. Another distinctive feature is the four-compo-
nent HF structure due to a combined 100% abundance of 63Cu and 65Cu nuclei
(I = 3/2). As S = 1/2, the ZFS term is absent in Cu2 + EPR spectra [34,36]. For
the case of axial symmetry and absence of ZFS, it is common to rewrite SH (2)
in the following form:

(5)

In glasses, it has been observed that the g tensor component values
g‖ > g┴ > 2 indicating that Cu2 + ions occupy sixfold coordinated sites of dis-
torted octahedral symmetry [37,51–53]. Changes in Cu2 + SH parameter values,
depending on the composition, allow the study of crystal field variations as well
as the nature of bonds with the surrounding ligands.
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Although Cu2 + ions in glasses have been investigated extensively, EPR
studies of copper-doped glass ceramics are scarce. In fluoroindate glass ceram-
ics, variations in EPR spectra shapes have been observed with g values in the
crystallized samples corresponding well with the ones reported for crystalline
Ba2ZnF6 [43]. However, the HF structure was not clearly resolved. A Gauss-
ian-shape resonance line at geff = 1.992 also emerged, which was attributed to
water content in the atmosphere during the preparation of glass ceramics [43].
A similar feature has been observed in oxyfluoride glass ceramics containing
CaF2 nanocrystals [47].

Let’s take a closer look at the EPR spectra of a copper-doped oxyfluoride
glass and glass ceramics in Fig. 11. The broad tail in the lower magnetic field
region is characterized by the HF splitting of the g|| component, whereas the
features at ≈ 0.32 T are reflected in g┴ and A┴ values. The simulation curve
represents Cu2 + center observed in single crystal CaF2 [42]. The simulated res-
onances are absent in the glass ceramic sample containing CaF2 nanocrystals;
thus, it can be concluded that sixfold coordinated Cu2 + sites in the glass ma-
trix are energetically more favorable than the eightfold coordinated sites in the
crystalline phase.

In continuous wave X-band EPR studies of fluorosilicate glass ceramic sys-
tems, significant changes in the Cu2 + ion spectra shape after the thermal treat-
ment procedure also have not been detected [54].

FIG. 11 EPR spectra of copper doped precursor glass and glass ceramic samples (nominal com-
position: 46SiO2–20Al2O3–8CaCO3–26CaF2–0.1CuO). Simulation with CaF2:Cu2 + center SH pa-
rameters from Ref. [42].
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8.3.4 Cr3 +

The valence states of chromium can range from + 1 to + 6; however, the
3d3 Cr3 + state is the most stable one. EPR spectra of S = 3/2 Cr3 + ions are
strongly influenced by the local site symmetry determined by ZFS parameters
B2

0 and B2
2. In glasses, a large separation between the MS = ± 3/2 and MS = ± 1/

2 Kramers doublets leads to resonances in the geff ≈ 2–5 region [55–61]. Ex-
change coupled Cr3 + pairs have been attributed to a resonance near geff ≈ 2
[55,58,59,61]; however, weakly distorted Cr3 + also may have spectral features
in the same region [58–60].

EPR spectrum of a chromium-doped oxyfluoride glass is shown in Fig. 12.
The resonances observed at geff = 5.10 and geff = 1.97 are in a good agreement
with Cr3 +-doped glass system studies previously mentioned. The resonance at
geff = 4.3 could be due to Fe3 + impurities present in the glass.

In glass ceramic systems, it has been observed that the characteristic Cr3 +

signals remain after the annealing [62,63]. Moreover, after the precipitation of
lithium metasilicate crystalline phase in 65SiO2–5Al2O3–26Li2O–4K2O com-
position glass ceramics, the Cr3 + signal intensity increases [63]. In combination
with results of absorption spectra studies, it was concluded that Cr3 + ions oc-
cupy sites with octahedral symmetry in the lithium metasilicate crystal lattice
[63].

FIG. 12 EPR spectrum of a chromium doped glass sample (nominal composition: 46-
SiO2–20Al2O3–8CaCO3–26CaF2–0.1Cr2O3).
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A study of persistent luminescence in ZnGa2O4 nanocrystals containing
transparent glass ceramics revealed that the same types of Cr3 + defects are cre-
ated as in microcrystalline ZnGa2O4 powders [64]. With an increasing anneal-
ing temperature, the EPR lines became narrower, indicating less disorder in
the surrounding crystal field. From simulations with SH parameters used for
ZnGa2O4 powders [65], five types of Cr3 + centers were identified, and their
relative concentrations could be estimated from the double integral values of
simulation curves [64].

8.3.5 Gd3 +

Contrary to most other rare earth ions, the 4f7 configuration S-state ions Gd3 +

and Eu2 + have unusually long spin–lattice relaxation, which enables EPR in-
vestigations of these systems even at room temperature. As a consequence,
Gd3 + centers in various hosts have been characterized quite extensively [66].
For the interpretation of S = 7/2 EPR spectra up to sixth order, ZFS terms must
be included in the SH. HF structure is seldomly resolved in Gd3 + X-band EPR
spectra measurements; therefore, the HF interaction term of Eq. (2) is usually
neglected.

The 4f7 element X-band EPR spectra in glasses are remarkably similar to
each other, sharing prominent features at geff ≈ 6.0, 2.8 and 2.0. The spectrum
is labeled as the “U-type” due to its ubiquity in vitreous and disordered mate-
rials [67–70]. Gd3 + and Eu2 + EPR spectra in oxyfluoride glasses are shown in
Fig. 13. Mathematical simulations of the U-type spectrum reveal that a broad
distribution of second order ZFS parameters is required for the reconstruction
of the spectrum [67–69]. This can be explained on the basis that rare earth ions
in glasses coordinate with a relatively large number of irregularly positioned
ligands [69].

Given that ZFS of a S = 7/2 system is host sensitive, EPR spectroscopy in
combination with Gd3 + paramagnetic probes is ideally suited to investigate the
incorporation of trivalent rare earth ions in the crystalline phase of glass ceram-
ics.

Studies of gadolinium local structure in 0.857Bi2O3–0.143GeO2 system re-
veal a tendency for forming Gd3 + clusters in the glassy phase of glass ceramics
[71]. An asymmetric resonance observed at geff ≈ 4.3, on the other hand, has
been attributed to lower coordinated Gd3 + ions substituting Bi3 + ions in the de-
veloped crystalline phases of the material [71].

A number of gadolinium doped glass ceramic studies have reported that an
intense resonance centered at geff ≈ 2.0 overlays the U-type spectrum after the
heat treatment of the precursor glass [43,47,72,73]. A g value of 1.992 is typical
for Gd3 + centers in various symmetry single crystals [66]. Gd3 + EPR spectra of
oxyfluoride glass ceramics containing CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2 crystalline phases
are shown in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 13 EPR spectra of gadolinium (40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–20SrF2–0.1GdF3) and eu-
ropium (50SiO2–20Al2O3–10NaF–19SrF2–1EuF3) doped glasses.

As visible from the spectra, ZFS peak positions as well as the line-widths
are sensitive to the crystalline phase present in the glass ceramic. The former
observation can be explained by different crystal fields around Gd3 + ions in the
hosts of CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2, whereas the latter is dependent on the Gd3 + ion
distribution in the lattice—closer located paramagnetic centers will experience
dipolar interaction induced EPR line broadening. More information can be ob-
tained via EPR spectra simulations. Fig. 15 shows EPR spectra of oxyfluoride
glass ceramic samples containing CaF2 nanocrystals annealed at different tem-
peratures, and the best correspondence spectra simulations with SH parameter
sets are reported for single crystal CaF2:Gd3 + [74].

Glass ceramics annealed at 700°C contain a rather symmetric signal with
maximum at ≈ 0.33 T; however, after annealing the same composition at
800°C, another set of lines at lower magnetic fields emerges. This means that
several sites are possible for trivalent rare earth ions in glass ceramics con-
taining CaF2, and their formation can be controlled by varying the thermal
treatment parameters. Although the structure of cubic fluorite fluorides (CaF2,
SrF2, BaF2) is relatively simple, additional charge compensation is necessary
when a trivalent ion substitutes the divalent cation in the lattice. Depending on
the type of charge compensator as well as its orientation relative to the Gd3 +

ion, several distinct gadolinium centers are possible [66,74]. The EPR spec-
trum of glass ceramics annealed at 700°C can be satisfactorily simulated using
SH parameter values determined for the cubic CaF2:Gd3 + center [74]. This in
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FIG. 14 EPR spectra of gadolinium doped glass ceramics (nominal compositions from top
to bottom: 46SiO2–20Al2O3–8CaCO3–26CaF2–0.1Gd2O3; 40-
SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–20SrF2–GdF3; 62SiO2–6Al2O3–15Na2O–3NaF–14BaF2–0.1GdF3).

dicates the formation of isolated cubic Gd3 + centers in the crystalline phase
of glass ceramics in agreement with previous studies [72]. In order to main-
tain the cubic crystal field symmetry around Gd3 +, the charge compensator
must be located outside its first coordination spheres. Annealing at higher tem-
peratures produces another type of gadolinium center—a tetragonal symme-
try CaF2:Gd3 + center. Similar effects in the formation of cubic and tetragonal
symmetry Gd3 + centers have also been observed in oxyfluoride glass ceram-
ics containing SrF2 crystalline phase [73]. On the other hand, in-glass ceramics
containing BaF2 crystalline phase only trigonal symmetry fluorine ion compen-
sated Gd3 + centers have been observed [73]. The size mismatch between Ba2 +

(149 pm) and Gd3 + (108 pm) ions is greater than for Ca2 + (114 pm) and Sr2 +

(132 pm) ions [75]; therefore, more significant local structure distortions are
expected for Gd3 + substitution defects in BaF2 [73].

Spontaneous crystallization during the melt-quenching process is also pos-
sible when preparing glass ceramics. This process is influenced by the cho-
sen composition as well as the cooling rate of the sample. For example, com-
positions rich in fluorine content tend to undergo phase separation during the
melting, which provide nucleation centers for fluoride phases and enable rapid
crystal growth in the glasses. The effect of spontaneous crystallization is usu-
ally estimated from XRD or TEM data; however, as shown in Fig. 16, it can
be also seen from Gd3 + paramagnetic probe EPR spectra. The X-ray amor
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FIG. 15 EPR spectra of gadolinium doped glass ceramics (nominal composition: 46-
SiO2–20Al2O3–8CaCO3–26CaF2–0.1Gd2O3). Simulations with CaF2:Gd3 + center SH parameters
from Ref. [74].

phous sample exhibits the signature Gd3 + U-type spectrum. EPR spectrum of
a sample containing ultra-small (< 5 nm) nanoparticles has an additional struc-
ture-less Gaussian peak at geff ≈ 2. A significantly crystallized glass ceramic
sample where the initial nanoparticle size is ≈ 20 nm has a more intense crys-
talline phase signal with better resolved fine structure. The average crystallite
size has been estimated from Eq. (1).

Rapid quenching is a non-equilibrium process and for defect centers formed
this way deviations from Gd3 + centers observed in single crystals could be ex-
pected. Fig. 17 shows EPR spectra of the above-illustrated “self-crystallized”
glass ceramic sample with ≈ 20 nm large BaF2 nanocrystals, samples ther-
mally treated afterward, and a simulation with trigonal BaF2:Gd3 + SH parame-
ters from Ref. [76]. There is a wide envelope curve superimposing the trigo-
nal BaF2:Gd3 + EPR spectrum in the initial sample. It could be explained by
the incorporation of Gd3 + ions in slightly different local environments in BaF2
nanocrystals producing a distribution of ZFS parameter values. Thus, it is ev-
ident that post-quenching thermal treatment of a self-crystallized sample is re-
quired to form the isolated gadolinium centers characteristic for the respective
single crystal.

The phenomenon of “self-crystallization” in lead tellurite and zinc borate
glass ceramics has been found to correlate with the content of Gd2O3 in the
initial composition [77,78]. In these studies, magnetic susceptibility measure
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FIG. 16 EPR spectra of gadolinium doped as prepared “glasses” with varying degree of crys-
tallization (nominal compositions from top to bottom: 50SiO2–20Al2O3–10NaF–20SrF2–0.1GdF3;
40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–20SrF2–0.1GdF3; 62-
SiO2–6Al2O3–15Na2O–3NaF–14BaF2–0.1GdF3).

ments in combination with EPR have been employed to analyze the struc-
ture details of the Gd3 + local environment. If the gadolinium content in the
composition is relatively low, Gd3 + ions are randomly distributed in the glass
matrix forming isolated centers. At higher doping concentrations, clustering
of gadolinium is observed, and the formation of super-exchange coupled
Gd3 +–O–Gd3 + pairs occurs [78].

8.3.6 Eu2 +

Europium ions can be found in two stable valence states—3 + and 2 +, which
differ drastically by their spectroscopic and magnetic properties. Eu3 + ions
have characteristic narrow-line luminescence in the red spectral region,
whereas optical spectra of Eu2 + consist of wide bands that are sensitive to the
surrounding ligand field. It is fascinating to note that due to the absence of one
electron in comparison to Eu2 +, the ground state of Eu3 + is rendered diamag-
netic and, as, a consequence, it is not detectable via EPR spectroscopy. The
electron configuration of Eu2 +, on the other hand, is the same as for Gd3 +–4f7.
Thus, first and foremost, EPR investigations of europium-doped systems, in-
cluding glass ceramics, allow to detect the valence state of activators.

As shown above in Fig. 13, EPR spectra of Eu2 + in glasses are strikingly
similar to Gd3 +, sharing the characteristic resonances of the U-type spectrum.
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FIG. 17 EPR spectra evolution of a gadolinium doped self-crystallized glass ceramic upon ther-
mal treatment (nominal composition: 62SiO2–6Al2O3–15Na2O–3NaF–14BaF2–0.1GdF3). Simula-
tion with trigonal BaF2:Gd3 + center SH parameters from Ref. [76].

Several differences are to be expected in typical Eu2 + spectra, though:

• Nuclear magnetic moments of europium isotopes are approximately an or-
der of magnitude greater than those of gadolinium; therefore, the HF inter-
action effects are usually detected in X-band EPR spectra.

• The magnitude of the HF splitting of the stable 151Eu (I = 5/2; gn = 1.389;
48% abundant) and 153Eu (I = 5/2; gn = 0.6134; 52% abundant) isotopes
characterized by the A value are determined by the nuclear gn factor of
the isotope. Thus, each of the fine structure lines is split into two sets of
2I + 1 = 6 components.

• Systems, where europium is present in both valence states, will produce
less pronounced spectra as only the paramagnetic Eu2 + ions can contribute
to the total EPR spectrum intensity.

Incorporation of Eu2 + ions in BaBr2 single crystals and fluorobromozir-
conate glass ceramics containing BaBr2 + have been investigated [79]. The
glass ceramic EPR spectrum qualitatively shared the main features as the cal-
culated BaBr2:Eu2 + powder spectrum leading to the conclusion that Eu2 + is in-
corporated in the BaBr2 crystalline phase of the material. It was proposed that
centers experience deviations in SH parameters to account for the broader spec-
tra features of glass ceramics [79].
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A number of studies have been devoted to the investigation of Eu3 + → Eu2 +

reduction phenomenon in oxyfluoride glasses and glass ceramics containing
MeF2 (Me = Ca, Sr, Ba) [80–84]. In glasses, the increase of fluorine anion con-
tent in the composition has been observed to enhance the conversion to Eu2 +

[80]. In systems where CaF2 nanocrystals were formed during the melt-quench-
ing process, the conversion efficiency with increased self-crystallization also
improved [81]. Precipitation of SrF2 nanocrystals during thermal treatment of
the precursor glass has also promoted the reduction to Eu2 + [82,83]. The ef-
fect was observed from the increase of broad Eu2 + photoluminescence band in
the blue spectral region; however, as both oxyfluoride glasses and SrF2 crys-
tals typically have blue Eu2 + photoluminescence spectra, it was not possible to
determine conclusively whether Eu2 + ions actually incorporate the crystalline
phase. The incorporation of Eu2 + in the BaF2 crystalline phase of glass ceram-
ics after thermal treatment has been justified on the basis of the charge compen-
sation model [84]. EPR spectroscopy in these studies could have been an ex-
tremely useful tool to providing direct experimental evidence of the local sur-
roundings around Eu2 + ions.

The effects of sample composition and annealing conditions on the valence
state and local structure of europium ions via EPR spectroscopy have been in-
vestigated in SrF2 containing glass ceramics [85]. In samples with increased
fluorine content, SrF2 nanoparticles with the average size of ≈ 10 nm were
formed during the melt-quenching process. These samples also exhibited broad
blue emission; however, EPR measurements detected that Eu2 + ions reside in
a disordered environment, not SrF2 nanocrystals, as could be expected. The
“self-crystallization” effect upon decreasing the fluorine content was dimin-
ished, and europium in the 3 + state was dominant. Eu3 + → Eu2 + conversion
was not efficient after annealing at a temperature (650°C) where SrF2 nanocrys-
tals were formed, therefore, mainly Eu3 + ions incorporated into the high sym-
metry environment. The increase of annealing temperature to 800°C signifi-
cantly enhanced the reduction process, and both photoluminescence and EPR
analysis indicated the presence of Eu2 + ions in complex silicate structures [85].
EPR spectra samples containing europium annealed at 650°C and 800°C are
shown in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively.

The EPR spectrum in Fig. 18 contains a vague signal of weak narrow lines
superimposing a broad Gaussian curve similar to what was observed in poly-
crystalline SrF2:Eu2 + [85]. Envelope curves probably originating from Eu2 + in
disordered environment are also present. A quick comparison with the EPR sig-
nal-to-noise ratio of similar systems containing Gd3 + (e.g., Fig. 14) indicates
that a relatively low number of isolated SrF2:Eu2 + centers is present in the glass
ceramic sample.

Eu2 + EPR spectrum features in Fig. 19 are much better resolved. In this
case, ZFS is ≈ 0, and the complex structure has been satisfactorily simulated
in a S = 7/2 model and HF interaction with europium isotopes 151Eu and 153Eu.
Furthermore, the ratio of the HF parameters A(151Eu)/A(153Eu) corresponds
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FIG. 18 EPR spectrum of europium doped glass ceramic after annealing at 650°C (nominal com-
position: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–19SrF2–1EuF3).

well with the ratio of nuclear gn factors gn(151Eu)/gn(153Eu) = 2.26 [85]. The rel-
ative intensities of the two signals are determined by the natural abundances of
the isotopes. The increased EPR signal intensity suggests that the Eu3 + → Eu2 +

reduction process in oxyfluoride glass ceramics is more efficient at higher an-
nealing temperatures.

8.3.7 Er3 +

Erbium-doped glass ceramics have received a considerable scientific and prac-
tical interest due to the ladder-like energy level arrangements, which can en-
able infrared radiation up-conversion to visible light [9–19]. The up-conver-
sion process can be orders of magnitude more efficient if Er3 + ions incorporate
the developed crystalline phases of the glass ceramic material. In EPR spectra
analysis, the 4f11 configuration is approximated as a S = 1/2 system. Satellite
lines caused by the HF interaction with the 23% naturally abundant 167Er iso-
tope with I = 7/2 are typically resolved in Er3 + spectra. A major setback from
the viewpoint of magnetic resonance investigations is the short spin–lattice re-
laxation time of Er3 +, which manifests itself in the need for low temperatures
(< 30K) for EPR spectra detection.

The necessity of ultra-low temperatures has hindered EPR investigations of
Er3 + in glasses; therefore, not as much data as for the S-state rare earth ions
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FIG. 19 EPR spectrum of europium doped glass ceramic after annealing at 800°C (nominal com-
position: 40SiO2–25Al2O3–15Na2CO3–19SrF2–1EuF3). Simulation with Eu2 + center SH parame-
ters from Ref. [85].

Gd3 + and Eu2 + have been reported. In the existing EPR studies of Er3 + ions in
glasses, broad features at low magnetic fields have been observed [86–88].

In erbium-doped 25GeS2–35Ga2S3–40CsCl chalcogenide glass ceramics,
no additional EPR spectra features were observed upon the crystallization of
Ga2S3 crystals. The intensity increase of the broad band located at geff ≈ 5.15
indicated that the surrounding environment of Er3 + is modified by the crystal-
lization process [87].

In oxyfluoride glass ceramics containing fluorite structure β-PbF2 crys-
talline phase, the segregation of Er3 + in the crystallites was almost complete.
In nanocrystals, the cubic Er3 + environment in glass ceramics was identified by
the almost identical SH values previously determined in PbF2:Er3 + single crys-
tals [88].

Incorporation of Er3 + in a cubic environment of the CaF2 crystalline phase
has been reported in oxyfluoride glass ceramics [89]. In this particular study,
the EPR signal was detected optically on a magnetic circular dichroism (MCD)
band. Optical detection of paramagnetic activators is especially advantageous
for a direct and unambiguous attribution of optical properties to paramag-
netic center local structure [90]. The MCD-EPR technique has been applied
previously to detect cubic CaF2:Gd3 + centers as well [72]. It would be in-
teresting to determine whether Er3 + embed lower symmetry environments in
CaF2 nanocrystals after annealing at higher temperatures as is the case of
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Gd3 + impurities shown in Fig. 15. The drawback of the MCD-EPR technique
is the requirement of transparent samples; therefore, significantly crystallized
glass ceramics obtained at higher temperatures cannot be studied this way.

Simulations of the expected CaF2:Er3 + X-band EPR signals in glass ceram-
ics are shown in Fig. 20. Only the 23% of Er3 + centers bound to the 167Er nu-
cleus experience splitting into the 8 component HF structure. The A values in
[91] have been reported only for the cubic CaF2:Er3 + center.

8.3.8 Yb3 +

Yb3 + is a 4f13 configuration paramagnetic ion with S = 1/2. The magnetic nu-
clear isotopes of ytterbium are 171Yb (I = 1/2; 14% abundant) and 173Yb (I = 5/
2; 16% abundant). Similarly to Er3 +, the spin–lattice relaxation time at room
temperature is very short; therefore, low temperatures are a prerequisite for
Yb3 + paramagnetic center EPR detection.

Yb3 + spectra in glasses are usually analyzed by assuming an axial sym-
metry SH (see Eq. 5). The determination of the precise g-tensor components
g┴ and g|| is problematic due to the inhomogeneous broadening of the spectra.
Variations in the parameter values reflect the different environments around
Yb3 + ions. EPR spectra features exceeding the theoretical maximal value of
geff ≈ 8 for isolated Yb3 + centers have been assigned to ytterbium ion pairs and
clusters [86,92,93].

FIG. 20 Simulations of EPR spectra corresponding to various symmetry centers in polycrys-
talline CaF2:Er3 + with SH parameters from Ref. [91].
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In oxyfluoride glass ceramics containing β-PbF2 crystallites, complete in-
corporation of Yb3 + ions in the crystalline phase was observed during the devit-
rification process [94]. Furthermore, optical properties of the investigated glass
ceramics were similar to the counterpart single crystals making the material po-
tentially interesting for laser applications. A simulation of the observed signal
in Ref. [94] is shown in Fig. 21.

8.3.9 Other paramagnetic centers
Fe3 + ions are often observed as impurities in different materials (see, for ex-
ample, the resonance at geff ≈ 4.3 in Figs. 12 and 13); however, there is little
information about iron-doped glass ceramics. Fe3 + electron configuration 3d5

is the same as for Mn2 +, yet EPR spectra are distinctly different due the lack
of well-defined HF structure. Thus, Fe3 + EPR spectra features in glasses can
be explained by variations of second order ZFS parameters [34]. In iron-doped
calcium borophosphate glass ceramics, supplementary line at geff ≈ 6 was ob-
served after the thermal treatment; however its intensity relative to the central
resonance at geff ≈ 2 already present in the precursor glass sample was negligi-
ble [95].

In Te- and Bi-doped glasses and glass ceramics, several types of EPR sig-
nals have been observed—Fe3 + impurity signals as well as possible molecu-
lar ions of Te2

− and Bi2 − [96]. The role of titanium ions on the physical and

FIG. 21 Simulation of PbF2:Yb3 + center EPR spectrum observed in oxyfluoride glass ceramics
[94].
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structural properties of calcium zinc bismuth phosphate glass ceramics has been
investigated. Ti3 + ions were found to occupy tetragonally distorted octahedral
sites possibly weakening the glass ceramic network [97].

Glass ceramic materials could be potentially used in scintillator applica-
tions [98]; therefore, characterization of radiation-induced paramagnetic cen-
ters could also be of interest in these systems. EPR spectra of X-ray-induced ra-
diation defects have been observed in lithium oxyfluoride glass ceramics [99].
The observed signal could be explained within a model of an F-type center in
the YF3 crystalline phase present in the material on the basis of EPR spectrum
HF structure [99].

The industrial demand for novel materials requires a profound understand-
ing on how specific properties can be tuned by modifying material’s struc-
ture and introducing defects. The EPR method offers a great diversity of ways
to complement other spectroscopic techniques in the characterization of point
defects such as providing the detection of paramagnetic impurity ions or the
valence state of activators in the material. Glass ceramic investigations addi-
tionally benefit from the high EPR spectra sensitivity to the local environment
around the defect site, which enables to determine, whether activator ions re-
side in the amorphous phase or incorporate in the crystalline phases. It would
be interesting to investigate the effects of activator local structure disorder due
to the nano-size of crystallites in more detail. Quantitative EPR analysis meth-
ods for the evaluation of paramagnetic center distribution in the different sites
of glass ceramics could also be utilized more in the future.
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Abstract
The development of novel materials requires a profound understanding of the
relationship between a material’s performance and its structural properties.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a well-established technique for
a direct detection and identification of paramagnetic defects in solids. This
chapter provides an overview of the applicability of continuous wave EPR
spectroscopy in the studies of glass ceramics focusing on transition metal
(Mn2 +, Cu2 +, Cr3 +) and rare earth (Gd3 +, Eu2 +, Er3 +, Yb3 +) ion local structure
analysis. EPR spectra features of the above-mentioned paramagnetic probes in
glasses and glass ceramics are compared and discussed in detail. The chapter
also serves the purpose of summarizing recent endeavors devoted to the investi-
gation of transparent glass ceramics illustrating the results on oxyfluoride glass
ceramic systems.
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